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CARTESIAN ESSENCES
BY R. NEIDORF

Among the dualisms for which Descartes is famous, 
we may count a non-explicit form which could be 
called epistemic dualism. It is this: our thoughts 
have a dual nature; as mental entities they are 
immediately accessible to total scrutiny; as repre
sentations of objects lying “outside the mind” they 
convey a content which is only mediately present 
to the mind, and hence not accessible to total 
scrutiny. Descartes wants it both ways, and this 
creates a dilemma. In the first sense our thoughts 
provide a field for the discovery and elaboration 
of a completely certain and reliable system of knowl
edge, but such a system threatens to merely subjec
tive because of its confinement to the immediate. 
In the second sense, our thoughts provide access 
to a world of beings beyond ourselves, escaping the 
threat of subjectivism or solipsism, but also escap
ing the guarantee of certainty that can be provided 
only by immediacy.
Thus Descartes is fond of saying, in the REGULAE, 

that our knowledge is entirely confined to the simple 
natures or essences that we perceive clearly and dis
tinctly in reflective and analytic thought; the im
plication is that this confinement is not oppressive 
because no other knowledge is needed. Yet also 
in the REGULAE, and more prominently elsewhere, 
he announces a simple correspondence theory of 
truth, claiming that we think truly when our thoughts 
accord with the objects of our thoughts, and it is 
clear that “external” objects of our thoughts are 
not immediately present IN our thoughts.

I do not think that Descartes is entirely clear 
about these strands. This explains, for example, 
his inability to answer critics like Hobbes and 
Gassendi who insist that we have no clear idea of 
substance and hence no knowledge of extra-mental 
realities in the way Descartes claims; or who in
sist that if truth be defined as correspondence of 
thought and object there is no sure road to it, be
cause within the cognitive process there is no 
way to distinguish between the thought of an object 
and the object itself (the latter being present in 
cognition only as represented in or by the former). 
Another instance of the same difficulty occurs when 
several critics argue (against the causal proof of 
God’s existence in the third MEDITATION) that 
that the “ objective . reality” of an idea (i.e. its 
representational significance) is merely mental, or 
is nothing, and requires no cause; Descartes’ an
swers, although provocative and persuasive, fail to 
relate the difficulty to fundamental distinctions.

I attempt here a sympathetic interpretation of the 
Cartesian approach. The dilemma of the dualism 
mentioned above is mitigated by Descartes’ theory 
of essences or simple natures. About these several 
propositions may be made, some only implicitly in 
the Cartesian corpus.

(1) The essences are not separate exlstents, like 
Plato’s Forms. (2) The essences are immediately 
present to us in contemplation. (3) The essences 
are independent of us in regard to their deter
minations and relations; that is, they are GIVEN, 
and provide a field for description and inquiry; in 
so far, they are objective. The ground for this 
claim is the non-voluntary character or our clear 
and distinct perception of them. This argument 
from non-voluntariness must be distinguished from 
Descartes’ explicit rejection (in the MEDITATIONS)

, of the non-voluntary nature of sensation as a suffi
cient warrant for inferring the existence of external 
bodies; for Descartes, essences inform us directly 
only about the what-ness of things, not the existence 
of things. (4) The essences are to be distinguished 
from the mental acts in which they are entertained 
or perceived. For the same essence can be perceiv
ed in a plurality of mental acts. (5) The essences are 
in part internally related. Otherwise there could be 
no deduction. In another way, we may say that some 
essences are significant of other ones.
Furthermore, it is a constant principle for 

Descartes that qualities are perceived as requiring 
a substrate or substance for their concrete realiza
tion. Since most of the essences which Descartes 
lists are qualities (i.e. determinations of substance), 
we add that (6) essences are significant of substances. 
This does not mean that perception of a particular 
essence signifies perception of a particular sub
stance, for it is always problematic whether a given 
quality subsists elsewhere than in the substance of 
the perceiver thereof; it only means that essences 
in general are significant of substances in general.

Along the same lines, (7) essences may be present 
in substances in three ways: as formal (actual) 
qualities of a substance, or as eminent qualities of 
a substance (i.e. such that the substance could of 
itself produce those qualities), or as immediate ob
jects of a substance’s perception. In the first two 
cases they constitute actual or potential qualities of 
a substance, and are predicable of it. In the latter 
case they are not predicable of the substance; I 
shall say that they are present in the substance 
“ representatlonally”.

Finally, (8) the substances wnicn essences require 
for their concrete realization are substances in 
which the essences are present as predicable (for
mally or eminently), not as representational. That 
is, there cannot be such a thing as a given essence 
unless there is a substance which bears that essence 
as a quality, formally or eminently. This is the mean
ing of the Cartesian doctrine that essences are “in
complete beings”.

In so far as essences are distinguished from sub
stances and open to consciousness, they can be 
assimilated to the term “ideas”, where the latter 
refers to the purely subjective aspect of a modifica
tion of a thinking subject. Because the essences 
are significant of substances in general, one then says 
with some plausibility (but not perfect accuracy) 
that ideas represent; or, that ideas contain an “ob
jective” (i.e. representational) reality distinct from 
their formal reality and requiring a separate causal 
account (for one must say how an essence became 
an idea for THIS thinking substance, and also one 
must say how THIS essence happened to become so). 
In so far as essences are distinguished from ideas 
and regarded as objects constituting the immediate 
content OF ideas, they can be assimilated to the term 
“objects.” One then says with some plausibility 
(but not perfect accuracy) that knowledge of essences 
is knowledge of objects.

The central problem of Cartesian metaphysics may 
now be stated thus: Granted that essences are in 
general significant of substances, are they certainly 
significant of particular substances other than the 
perceiving subject? The solution to this problem is 
effected through the so-called causal principle; 
namely, that every concrete situation must have a 
cause which contains at least as much reality as 
the situation itself. By “situation” I mean some state 
of a substance or substances. Degrees of reality are 
measured by essences, which are just modes of 
determination or specificity of the substances that 
they qualify. Hence the degree of reality indicated 
or signified by the essences ingredient in any situa
tion must be no greater than the degree of reality 
signified by the essences ingredient in the cause 
of that situation.

We now apply that principle to simple perceived 
essences, (jiven that a perceived essence indicates 
a certain degree of reality, as much reality or 
more must be found in the total cause of that es
sence’s being perceived. Part of the cause rests 
in the existence of a substance of which the essence 
in question is a quality (formally or eminently). 
Since the essence is by hypothesis perceived, it is 
problematic whether or not the perceiving subject 
bears the essence as a quality, and hence could qual
ify as the cause. In the case of the perceived es
sence of divinity, according to Descartes, it is 
clear that the perceiving substance cannot so qualify, 
and a separate substantial cause is established. 
And it is God himself.

In sum, I think it is through the mediation of 
essences that Descartes can claim on the one hand 
that ideas themselves are the field for the estab
lishment of all reliable knowledge, and on the other 
hand that ideas represent and provide cognitive ac
cess to extra-mental realities. On this interpreta
tion, we have still to justify the distinction between 
two modes of presence of an essence in a substance: 
that mode in which the essence is formally or 
eminently predicable of the substance, and that 
mode in which the essence is perceived by the 
substance but does not qualify it. (Descartes only 
says that the latter is the way “objects are wont to 
be in” a perceiver’s mind.) The former mode is 
given for Descartes in virtue of the patent insuf
ficiency of essences for self-existence. The latter 
mode is never explicitly discussed by him,, nor 
explicitly distinguished from the former in the way 
I have done. But it is to be noted that Descartes 
also neglects to speak in any detail of memory; 
it is the contention of this paper that memory pro
vides the clearest example of the mode of presence 
of an essence which I have called representational.

For consider a present memory of a past state of 
oneself. WHAT one perceives in such an event is 
in part an essence which is primarily NOT a quality 
of the remembering subject at the moment of re
membering, but is present in that subject representa- 
tionally. I say “primarily” because the essence MAY 
be present in the remembering subject as a predicable 
quality, but that is accidental to the quality of the 
memory as such. Similarly, the perceived essence 
mcvy have been present in the remembered event 
as representational rather than as predicable, but 
that too is indifferent to the quality of the memory 
as memory. Hence remembrance exhibits the dis
tinct mode of presence of an essence in a substance' 
called representational.

If we interpret the COGITO argument as requiring, 
not any random awareness, nor any random self- 
awareness, but a self-awareness of a dubitable act 
of judgment, then we get the following result. The
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ERGO SUM of the second Meditation depends upon 
a memory of a prior event (a split second ago I 
was making such-and-such a judgment) in which 
essences are in fact present in a perceiving subject 
representatlonally (otherwise there would be no 
doubting). Hence the representational mode of pres
ence of an essence in a substance is epistemologicais*<*«*i< 
ly prior to the predicable mode (because the ERGO 
SUM is the first metaphysical certainty in the Car
tesian order); but because of the doctrine of the in
complete being of essences and the causal principle, 
the representational mode is ontologically posterior.

One last Cartesian theme now falls into place. If 
the above interpretation of the COGITO is correct, 
it follows Immediately that the substance whose exist
ence is proved thereby is just that sort of substance 
in which essences may be present representational- 
ly; that is, a mind. This throws no further light, how
ever, on Descartes’ claim that there are some sub
stances in which essences cannot be present repre- 
sentationally (bodies), and that these are uniquely 
qualified by extension.

— R. Neidorf

SEVEN Is Open to All
The question of just what is SEVEN has been asked 

by students and faculty alike. In my opinion, that 
question has several possible answers which I shall 
try to set forth herein.

The title of SEVEN, first of all, is based on the fact 
that there are seven of the traditional liberal arts 
which are divided into the trivium and the quadri- 
vium. The trivium consists of logic, rhetoric and 
grammar; the quadrivium consists of arithmetic, 
geometry, astronomy and music.

The publication SEVEN was originally conceived of 
as an open forum for the college community to ex
press and test its ideas on such things as the pro
gram, the community’s intra-relationships, and the 
college’s inter-relationships with the so called 
“outside world”. It is the intention of SEVEN in its 
present form to continue with emphasis on those 
Ideals. In addition, S EVEN should provide a showplace 
for the artistic inclinations of the community.

There is a regular staff open to anyone who takes 
the responsibility of getting out a periodic publica
tion, but in a sense the staff of SEVEN includes those 
persons who take the trouble to try to share and test 
their ideas each month, who write the articles, 
essays, poems, etc., that make up SEVEN.
The “editorial philosophy” of SEVEN is governed 

by the tenor of the articles submitted for publica
tion. On occasion, SEVEN has been seen as a publica
tion of a certain viewpoint, but it occurs to me that 
this happens only when the advocates of opposing 
viewpoints have failed to make use of the oppor
tunities available to them topresent their arguments.

At the risk of sounding trite, I would maintain that 
SEVEN is what the community makes it.

—J. R, Thompson



INCARNATE FRUITS
Editor’s note: This is the beginning of an essay by 
Charles Bell, St. John’s tutor, who is on leave of ab
sence. It will be published in four parts over the 
next four months.
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By Charles G. Bell 
______June 1969

When we look at the human image as it records it - 
self in the visual arts, we see that Classical sculp
ture in its early phase (Olympia temple. Atlas, etc.) 
was essentially free of introspective personality, and 
that when in the Alexandrian period introspection 
appears (Head of Mausolus) it is as a weakness, a 
sensuous yearning and nostaligia, or sometimes in 
Republican Rome (Vatican Immolator) a weighty 
obligation, a Stoical cause of gloom. In Western 
Culture, on the other hand (Werden Christ, c. 1000 
A.D.; contrast with a 600 B.C. Apollo, Athens Mu
seum), some kind of subjective personality is pres
ent from first to last and manifests itself throughout 
as a phenomenon of power.

This sense of the private soul as a creative force, 
something positive and divine, runs from the Roman
esque origins of our century. Of course there are 
period differentiations within the Western cycle it
self; from the sacerdotal Gothic (Melchisidek, Char
tres) through the humanistic Renaissance (Durer, 
Self), the darker introspection of the Great Baro
que (Rembrandt, Self), the Romantic liberation of 
intuitive ego (Runge), to the modern immolation of 
that ego (Van Gogh) in an act of triumphant despair. 
But beside the Greek idealized art-man, so incap
able of celebrating the confes^ons of soul-in-flesh, 
these shadings grow indistinct; the Western rhan 
blends into one dynamic image, a kind of Dante- 
Leonardo-Hamlet-Quixote-Faust-Man, champion of 
the human paradox, of the tragic waste and glory 
of personality. This image is in some inexpressible 
way also a Christ-image, and, painful as the recog
nition may be, an image of Lucifer as well, a horned 
saviour like the Stavrogin of Dostoyevsky. It has 
the stamp of the incarnate god upon it, of a god who 
has fleshed himself in body and time—less to his 
Platonic loss than his satanic-Messianic gain. For 
that is the Archetype to which it is related, and 
without which it could hardly have converted the 
pagan weakness, Augustine’s “abyss of conscious 
personality’’ into such a well of self-affirming 
power. _ __ __
Of cour|;4.jmij.J^a£monlc energy esj ,mL.

only appears in portrait heads, in the arts dt ^eW^ 
sonality, but in all manifestations of the Western 
being. One need hardly rehearse the details .-already 
in the medieval town and under the tutelage of self- 
and world-denial, there is a Promethean release of 
powers. As Aristotle’s ethic of the mean opens into 
an ethic of charity, which does not aim at the reason
able but at the infinite extreme, so the Roman- 
Christian basilica, which retained from the Classical 
a certain measure and harmonious ease, gives way 
to the skyward reachings of Gothic; so Gregorian, 
which for all its dedication to the infinite, wears 
(like Augustine’s prose) the gentler robes of Classi
cal modulation, yields to the bare chords, the driv
ing triple rhythm, and lilting through that sternness, 
the mystical soar of Leonin’s organum. It is Dante 
who stands at the apex of this Gothic motion, the 
liberation of temporal energies in the timeless 
frame. And as the Middle Ages ripens to the Renais
sance and the Renaissance flexes to the Baroque, 
these forms break always more wildly on the shore 
of the world. Even mathematics responds to the urge 
and begins to progress from the Apollonian forms 
of Euclid to the Dionysian cult of the infinite and 
infinitesimal, the calculus of motion (Galileo:“What 
a sea we are slipping into...with vacua and indi
visibles and instantaneous motions, shall we ever be 
able...to reach dry land?’’). For all this the land
scape gives the clearest visual sign, expanding 
through the familiar stages of withdrawal and re
turn, from the Pompeian soft dreamworld (“Erran- 
tes Silva in magna et subluce maligna,’’) to Rubens’ 
vortex (which is Bruno’s as well) of besouledmatter 
in illimitable space. From the first heaving up of 
spires in the 12th century towns, to the blasting 
off of moonrockets today, one feels the perilous 
release of energies in the crucible of the Western 
World. But what has this to do with the Christ- 
image, which as we have already implied, is some
how involved?
To put it bluntly: There is a sense in which the 

products of Western Culture may be called Incarnate 
Fruits, Fruits of God’s Passion...
One draws back, even in writing this; it is like 

stealing into the pulpit; but how is that to be avoid
ed? The more one studies the culture of the West, 
the more one is struck by the almost miraculous 
power of the Christ-image as a kind of gene or 
template for later thought, science and the arts.

Whether Christ was the historical person some 
have constructed from the Gospels, or the literal 
Son of God proclaimed by Creed, whether he was the 
mythical projection of a kind of Hegelian World- 
Spirit that sensed the historical direction before it

appeared and leapt forward to advance it, or whether 
the last is just another way of saying the former, 
is not here in question. All I am sure of is that as a 
generative principle or nexus of forces, Christ real 
or symbolic is something extraordinary.

And in saying- “real or symbolic,’’ one implies 
somehow “real’’. For what is the symbolic if not 
that? As with any energy, one judges by the effects. 
When a vortex of wind appears in the Caribbean 
and intensifying its structure advances northward, 
battering men and towns, one does not ask if that 
is a real or symbolic hurricane, or whether there 
is actually any Being or Essence to it at all, whether 
it has Soul or Gestalt — it is a manifestation of 
force, and one prepares to meet it as a thing that is. 
So with the vortices of history, those that build 
and those that destroy, and most do both together. 
We cannot know of any organic entity, from species 
to primary particle, what is inside, what shapes the 
field, however much we verbalize (what choice have 
we?) some aspect of the whole as if it were a 
seperable and formative power. In its operations, 
at least,' it is real. The Christ of Christendom or 
the Mohammed whose effluence transformed the 
Middle East are as existent as atom and proton, 
which is more than saying that they lived at such 
and such place and time.

It is with this Christ as formative force that I 
mean to deal. Like anything formative (inferred 
causal form), one must search for it under analo
gues of outline, in the congruence of assumed ef
fects. The congruence in Western Culture is this: 
the continual reappearance of an archetypal Incar
nation, the descent of something sacred into the 
stuff of generation and time.

If one asks, for example, what unifies the seeming
ly diverse threads of the period’around 1800 — these 
four persuasions that so often appear: Nature- 
Worship, Individualism, Democracy and Belief in 
Progress — the simplest answer is that all are 
phases of one movement: the translation of medieval- 
timeless faith into the language of the here and now; 
it is a suffusion of God and his heavenly promise 
through the world of nature and man. Nature is be
lieved in because it is the realm of World-Soul; 
the individual is to be trusted because he is the 
embodied divine; democracy is the natural con- 
commitant of a God working through nature and the 
natural man; time too must be trusted, both the

ing us at what point such and such a beam wiU 
break, or why the elephant has to have bones just so 
much more massive than those of a dog. But he can 
only effect the redemption of matter by its idealiza
tion. Thus he proclaims the axion of his new sci
ence: “Since I assume matter to be unchangeable 
and always the same.’’ Francis Bacon, also, heralds 
the new triumph of submission: “Nature to be com
manded must be obeyed,’’ a phrase which inevitably 
suggests its Biblical prototype: “Let him who would 
be chief among you be the servant of all.’’
Since the method of this essay seems so far to be 

a sketching in of hints and congruences, any one of 
which for its development would require a separate 
paper, let us not in passing that Machiavelll, called 
the first political scientist, fulfills the pattern of In
carnation we have seen as characterizing Western 
science. With him it is the Classical ideal of virtue 
and the good state which must go down, must take 
upon itself fallen necessity, working in the material 
of corruption to reach a corporate goal: “It appears 
to me more proper to go to the real truth of the mat
ter than to its imagination; and many have imagined 
republics and principalities which have never been 
seen or known to exist in reality; for how we live 
is so far removed from how we ought to live, that 
he who abandons what is done for what ought to be 
done, will rather learn to bring about his own ruin 
than his preservation,..’’ There is a central.cleavage 
in Machiavelll: on one side he is the “old Nick’’ who 
talks like Thrasymachus:" Men must either be cares
sed or else annihilated;’’ “A prince should therefore 
have no other aim or thought...but war;’’ “Inthe ac
tions of men, and especially of princes, from which 
there is no appeal, the end justifies the means.’’ On 
the other hand he is Rousseau’s Patriot, whose 
aims seem as noble as those of Socrates: “It is not 
individual prosperity, but the general good that makes 
cities great; and certainly the general good is re
garded nowhere but in republics,’’ and “the best 
fortress is to be found in the love of the people’’ 
Rousseau solved the dilemma by taking the satanic 
advice for irony, but when Machiavelll says of his

execrable hero,’’ Cesare Borgia, “Reviewing thus 
all the actions of the Duke, I find nothing to blame; 
on the contrary, I feel bound as I have done to hold 
him up as an example to be imitated,’’ that is not

but dialectical, ____ ^ ,
see tlie moral and

ironic 
For Machiavelll
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Izea eternal.TrinSe dream of Blake:

To hold infinity in the palm of your hand 
And eternity in an hour.

How radiant this revolutionary coming might have 
been, had not the god it heralded (Ore, the glad day, 
burning on those mountains) carried some vestigial 
scales of the serpent, reminders of its Satanic 
ambivalence.

Such transformations of the Western being come 
before us as Incarnations; they sound in the re
sonance of God’s descent into the stall — and not as 
with the Platonic descent a doleful diminution (as 
Plotinus says: “The Emanation must be less good.’’) 
but rather as a mystical triumph under jubilant 
angels. For every incarnation is a paradox and germ 
of a dialectic: the descending god is himself, his 
alienation, and his higher fu5illment; so that one 
could almost have prophecied from the beginning 
that Western thought would pursue the road it did, 
leading to Hegel at its apex, with his self-creation 
of the divine in time, to be described in three stages 
(bound together under the miraculous word AUFHE- 
BEN): Spirit as potentiality. Spirit as antithetical 
embodiment and Spirit as self-purified activity — a 
sequence which, as Hegel was aware, rested on that 
of the Trinity: the Father, the crucified Son and the 
comforting Ghost.

Our science, like our philosophy, takes it depar
ture from the same archetype.. The pure Classical 
Intelligence (Greek geometry and number) goes down 
into gross matter, takes that upon itself like a “Law 
of the Members’’ (ROMANS VII, 23: “i see another 
law in my members, warring against the law of 
my mind, and bringing me into captivity to the law 
of sin which is in my members.’’). As Whitehead 
says, what characterizes Renaissance science is not 
its appeal to reason as such, biit the submission of 
an abstract reason to “brute fact.’’ (“It will take 
centuries before stubborn facts are reducible by 
reason.’’)

This is clear in the establishment of mechanics 
in Galileo’s TWO NEW SCIENCES. Sagrado has ex
pressed the old geometrical LOGOS “where mere 
size cuts no figure.’’ But it does not seem to apply 
to physical bodies. The first response is to abandon 
the physical to a dark caprice: the larger structure 
breaks becaus e of “ the irrational imperfections of the 
material.’’ matter stands as the Antagonist, with 
which geometrical reason bargains to its peril. In 
this deadlock it is Salviati (the Saviour) who reveals 
how mathematical LOGOS can be incorporated as the 
law of the physical, converting the bondage of flesh 
into “the glorious liberty of the children of God.’’ 
What seemed irrational he redeems bv reason, tell

is the first to
jjmmust operate by a

calculus involving its own temporal alienation. Thus 
Caesar is not blamed for reducing Rome to a ty
ranny; the general corruption left no other course; he 
is only blamed for not. instituting such laws as 
would in time have reestablished the probity and 
hence the freedom of the people, “Men may second 
Fortune but cannot oppose her; they may develop 
her designs...’’ “The means of attaining glory are 
different in a republic that is corrupt from what 
they are in a republic that still preserves its in
stitutions pure...success attends those who conform 
to the times , . .’’ “These means are cruel and de
structive ... in fact, the life of a private citizen 
would be preferable ... but whoever . . . wishes 
to maintain his power must follow the evil course.’’ 
Such is the Incarnation and Passion of the Ideal, the 
cup it drinks in the Western garden.

(Part II in Next Issue)

Santa Fe Receives Ford Grant
The Ford Foundation has ap

proved a gift of $150,000 for 
St. John's College in Santa Fe 
to be used at the president’s 
discretion. The grant of $50,- 
000 annually for three years 
will be used in a variety of 
ways to strengthen the over
all academic program. Pres

ident Weigle said.
One possibility would be to 

create a top-level committee 
of St. John’s tutors to work 
with academic specialists in 
studying certain subject mat
ter fields to discover whether 
they might be included in the 
St. John’s curriculum.
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'Up Against the Wall' Department ffs/ PASSENT
-A blurb on the Department- 

“Up Against The Wall” is a portfolio of journalism 
intended to direct your attention to problems or 
Issues not immediately before the public and to 
bring out different or not often heard view points. 
It is hoped that those who have first-hand knowledge 
of an obscure issue, or have researched a popular 
issue well enough to throw a fresh light on it will 
write for “Up Against The Wall.”

The first contribution is a four-part series of 
reportage on the Maryland Penal System and steps 
being taken to reform it.
Perhaps the operating principle of such journalism 

is found in the role of the rhetorician in a functioning 
society. The rhetorician is neither politician nor 
intellectual in the sense that he does not camp out 
in the senate or in the academe. He may hold politi
cal viewpoints or he may do intellectual work, but 
his task is to pass to the politician the fruits of the 
intellectual's labors and most Important, persuade 
the politician to put them into use.

* He DC « m 4c Bit

PRISONS
1

The prison capitol of Maryland is Jessup, located 
in the vortex of the Baltimore, Washington, Anna
polis whirlpool. The drop-outs of the whirlpool end 
up in Jessup at the Maryland House of Correction, 
or the Women’s Correctional Institution, or the 
Patuxent Institution for defective deliquents. If they 
fail to go there, they drop into the prison at Hagars- 
town, the Maryland Penitentiary on Forrest Street in 
Baltimore, or at Correctional Camp Centers through
out the state. __
There are many phrases which can be used to de

scribe these joints, but the best one is ‘‘bleak and 
sterile”. The Maryland House of Correction is a tall 
structure with big long rectangular windows up its 
stone face. There are three tiers or rows of cells 
stacked upon one another like three stories in an 
ordinary building. But unlike an ordinary building, 
the “floors” occupy only one half the space—the 
cells open onto balconies which face a shaft open 
to the ground floor so that the men on the third tier 
level can hear what is going on on the first tier level. 
The noise is deafening. Can you imagine 300 people 
talking at once?
There is a young black con in the warden’s office. 

For his 145 pounds he is a tough fighter, but he 
couldn’t fight off the two 200 pounders who were 
raping him. He’s new here; just came last week. 
Some narcotics men found works (the apparatus of 
smack addiction) in his apartment. He had a past 
record, and, as custom and caseload has allowed, 
he languished in the Baltimore city jail nearly a 
year, awaiting trial. There he was able to form a 
liaison with an informal club and together they 
defended themselves against the bullies. But he 
wasn’t able to establish such a speedy liaison here 
and he was attacked.
Some of those who are attacked, for their own 

protection, accept the attentions of only the toughest 
homosexual and he, like a man does for his woman, 
exerts his influence and power to keep others away. 
But our man in the warden’s office was one of those 
who complained. First the guard shift foreman made 
out a report which went to the warden and the warden 
called the newcomer into his office.

The warden is a black man who rose from the guard 
ranks to be an executive appointee. He is sympathetic 
to the problems of the blacks and he knows what the 
newcomer is up against. His rise, incidently, has 
incurred the jealousy of the white guard force, many 
of whom have not finished high school and have much 
more senority in the Maryland Department of Cor
rectional Services. The warden knows that many of 
his regulations and orders go unheeded.
For his own protection, the newcomer is sent to a 

different “dormitory” in the Maryland House of 
Correction where all of those with like problems 
are sent. It is perhaps unfortunate that many of those 
sent there are true homosexuals, either from street 
life or “made” so by celibacy and degradation. We 
may validly fear that on a tier level with a higher 
concentration of homosexuals together with the 
stigma attached and passed around by custodial 
personnel, that our newcomer is going to find him
self inextricably in the same circumstances.

II
In LIFE magazine several months ago, there ap-
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peared photographs of the infamous “tiger cages” 
of the Con Son island prison of the Republic of 
Vietnam. It is my slncerest hope that the solitary 
confinement “facilities” in the Maryland House of 
Correction will someday receive similar publicity.

If you are addressed as '“boy” or “nigger” by a 
guard or if you and your cell are given a shakedown 
from which you, standing naked in the lights and 
your cell, a shambles, never fully recover; and you 
voice your displeasure, you may find yourself in 
the “hole”, with few letters to read, no visits, no 
books, meager rations, and sometimes no matress, 
no bath or change of clothing.

Or perhaps one of your fellow in-mates doesn’t 
like you. He knows a friend brings you a sandwich 
from the kitchen when he gets off work. Or If he 
can’t get the goods on you that way, he might see 
to it that a razor blade or a few pills are planted 
in your cell. When the time is ripe, he will report 
it to a guard and you may again find yourself in the 
“hole”, after the requisite preliminaries of the 
shake-down. This is the snitch-system in operation; 
a tool of revenge or a tool used to secure privileges.

In the “hole”, there is no lye poured on you from 
above, as at Con Son; but there is no place to re
lieve yourself either, except on the floor on which 
you must sleep.

—Steve Whitehill
(more to come next mionth)

New Vice President

J. Burchenal Ault has been appointed Vice-Presi
dent of St. John’s College in Santa Fe, replacing 
James P. Shannon, who resigned to enter the School 
of Law at the University of New Mexico.
Ault will be responsible for administrative super

vision of the Santa Fe campus, except for academic 
matters and student welfare, which will remain the 
province of Dean William Darkey. He will represent 
St. John’s in Santa Fe in the absence of President 
Welgle, and will be in charge of development, pub
lic relations and fund-raising.

Ault, who holds a B.A. degree in English literature 
from Yale University, is 44 and has had extensive 
business executive experience in New York.
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The editors of Seven have presented the students 
with two questions for discussion. These questions 
are usually asked in a more rhetorical form, such 
as “What’s supposed to be going on here, anyway?” 
and “What in hell am I doing in THIS place?” But, 
it being the beginning of the year, the editors 
phrased the question positively in the hope of some 
encouraging answers, which might be embarassingly 
difficult to get later on.

In reply a simplistic syllogism comes to mind, 
something like, “A school is a place where learning 
takes place; St. John’s is a school; therefore, we 
are here to learn.” But this is not really a satis
factory answer. It seems to me that in part, the 
very nature of what we are supposed to learn here 
differs from what a student is expected to learn else
where. For example, if I were studying solid-state 
physics in a university, that would be precisely 
what I would be expected to learn. If I did not learn 
the laws of solid-state physics, my taking the course 
would count for nothing.

But St. John’s does not work in quite the same 
way. This was once forcibly brought home to me when 
I complained about my poor memory for the sci
entific facts of the biology lab. Mr. Brown answered 
me, saying, “It seems to me that an education is 
what you have left after you have forgotten every
thing you have learned.”

No one in his right mind would suggest that we should 
stop learning facts. But it does seem that there is 
more to be learned from the St. John’s program 
than Greek grammar or Descartes’ geometry or 
what philosophers from Plato to William James have 
said about some particular issue.

What remains to be learned is a habit, or an atti
tude, or maybe even a way of life. We have all heard 
something of this sort, but we should spend some 
time and consider what that means and what the way 
of life might be.
Some people seem to identify the way of life taught 

with a sort of ivory-tower scholasticism - a life 
spent in contemplation and analysis of the “Great 
Books” which is remote from the interactions and 
conflicts of daily life and a retreat from active 
existence. Others see a St. John’s education as the 
learning of communications skills which will be 
.valuable in future study and professional life. Though 
both ideas are partly true, it seems to me that 
they are also partly false.

What is lacking in both is that they make a division 
between the man and his profession, applying the 
benefits of education only to the latter. The scholab 
who spends years poring over his books without 
evaluating what they say: who never has asked him
self why he spends his time on analysis and commen
tary or his choice of profession relates to his 
value system has not really benefitted from his edu
cation. Likewise the student who comes here in 
order to speak, write and argue well without really 
trying to understand the concepts he uses is a pupil 
of Gorgias rather than Socrates.

It seems to me that the most important and hardest 
thing to learn is the habit of dialectic. “Dialectic” 
and “significant discourse” have become cliches; 
possibilityit is because so little of it goes on. But 
isn’t dialectic the most important thing one can learn 
here? It is, broadly speaking, the habit of listening, 
thinking and talking about what is interesting to us 
and important to our lives. We may do it with friends, 
with books, or, most importantly, with ourselves. It 
is both an end and a means. It is an end in that it is 
an activity enjoyed for its own sake. It is a means in 
that its end is some understanding of the universe 
within and without, and its integration in the individ
ual - the fulfillment of Apollo’s command to “know 
yourself”.

But in pursuing this end it is necessary that we re
member the ultimate end, namely the good of our
selves and those with whom we converse, other
wise we risk gaining the world and losing our souls. 
It is apparent that Socrates had a real concern for 
the welfare of the people with whom he talked, as 
well, as a similar concern for himself. Since 
Aristotle defines philia as desire for the good of 
another, perhaps we should define philosophers as 
“wise lovers” as well as “lovers of wisdom.”
This, then is one answer to the question “Why 

are we here?” But there is also a perfectly serv
iceable one which I have been using since I came. 
I like it here.

K«ntH£ki) fried ^kirken.
Santa Fe, New Mexico
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From The Ivory Tower

INVOLVEMENT AND DISCIPLINE NEEDED
Involvement is a critical issue not only for students 

at St. John’s and every other college in the United 
States, but for youth in general.
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Orators of all ages urge youth to solve the prob
lems that beset us; to use Its energy to improve the 
lot of mankind. Each one of them has his own guided 
tour to utopia; and each is sure he is just a little 
closer to the truth than the others.
Many of the spokesmen for today’s youth urge their 

followers to take action now. Campuses and streets 
boil over with violence in the cause of peace, justice 
and integrity.
There is plenty wrong in this muddled, unjust, 

horrid world, but the problems, and thus the propos
ed solutions, are often oversimplified to make better 
reading or listening for an audience that is all too 
willing to be duped.

People are instinctively greedy, aggressive, selfish, 
impulsive, and intemperate. Watching children will 
confirm that fact. Unfortunately, we never complete
ly get away from our instincts; and worse yet, some 
of us have no desire to do so. Leo Rosten has said, 
“Our capacity for learning, for sharing, for re
pressing our instinctual drives, for deferring grati
fication, has kept the human race going.’’ For all 
men to be free, all men must restrain themselves; 
to tolerate, not crush, those with whom they cannot 
agree.

I feel that program and discipline we undergo at 
St. John’s will aid us in being free. We certainly 
will not agree with, and probably will not use, 
everything we are exposed to during our four year 
retreat. But the total Impact and philosophy of the 
institution cannot help but leave an impression on 
us, for better or for worse; depending primarily 
on what use we make of it.

I am not advocating a complete withdrawal from 
the events and issues of society into the realm of 
forms; neither does the program we follow, I feel. 
But I, for one, can’t be as cocksure (though I may 
sometimes sound it) about anything as many of 
today’s sophists are about everything.

—J. R. Thompson
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Lecture Reviews
BOOKS AND EXPERIENCES

In my view of what a Friday Ntghf lecture Review
could be, it need not be long, nor need it be a re
presentation of what the lecturer said. Particularly 
with this first lecture of the year, because it spoke 
so well for itself, I would like simply to say what I 
saw happening between the Dean and the students.

I saw a man who is in love with something—with 
what St. John’s is and what it could mean to someone 
seriously interested in developing. I saw him ex
pressing his concern for us, that somehow there must 
be a way of saying what an incredible opportunity St. 
John’s is for anyone who can respond to it. And I 
saw him presenting this school as an experience which 
could lead to a lighted life for anyone who has a little 
bit of propelling spirit, a breath of Odysseus.

I hope we take up such a challenge~and go at it like 
gods and heros. —Jim Scott

LAWFUL REVOLUTION
As is so often the fact, the most vital moments in 

this lecture, that is, those which throw the most 
light around in all directions, took place during the 
question period.

I think it would be useful to try to reconstruct a 
little of what took place there.

In the context of trying to answer a question on the 
place of the individual in a political system and 
how is it possible for “unimportant” members of a 
society to engage in a dialogue which might in any 
way contribute to the life of that society, Mr. Stern 
made the statement that every man has his own 
logos, in fact, that the individual ego is a logos. 
And through dialogue he expands this innate some
thing by virtue of which he is human.

I believe it is this aspect of Mr. Stern’s thinking 
which eventually leads him to be able, on certain 
grounds, to justify revolution.

I will try to explain that by way of quoting the 
question which Mr. Sacks asked at this point; “What 
sense does it make to say that each man has his 
own logos?” Mr. Sacks then pointed out that, in this 
lecture, there was a definite shift away from the 
definition of man as a rational animal (Aristotle, 
et al) to the view of man as a creative animal, that 
there is inherent in such a shift a difference in the 
understanding of the role of reason, the emphasis 
going away from reason as a faculty for grappling 
towards a logos which is universal and inaccessible 
to anyone as he is with his individual characteris
tics towards a reason whose job is to pilot the en
counter, with a logos that is to be found all around 
one if one could be but sufficently perceptive to pick 
up its presence in another person.

(Concluded Next Issue) -Jim Scott



Neidorf Appointed Director 
Of Graduate Institute A Greater Sight Beyond
The Board of Visitors and 

Governors has approved the 
appointment of Robert A. Nei
dorf to succeed James P. 
Shannon as Director of the 
summer Graduate Institute in 
Liberal Education.
Neidorf has been a tutor in 

the Graduate Institute as well 
as teaching in the College in 
Annapolis and Santa Fe. He 
is a member of the Instruc
tion Committee, and will con

tinue to serve as a tutor in 
the College.

He received his B.A. and 
M.A. degrees from the Uni
versity of Chicago and his Ph. 
D. from Yale University. He 
served as associate professor 
of philosophy at the State Uni
versity of New York at Bing
hamton and was an instructor 
and assistant professor of 
philosophy at Bucknell Uni
versity,

THIRLED
If I had climbed as now 
To the high cirque of rock 
And found in the glacial scree 
Of quartzite, stands of hand-broad 
Pale blue columbine;

Felt the heart race as now,
F elt it break on the thin air—
As the ocean glove of flowers.
All the seers and the seen.
Breaks soon or now;

It would have been worth it 
Not only for the last 
Sky-riddled gasp, but even 
The age-old gullied struggle 
To the height, as now.

—Charles G. Bell

By Della Marie Manning

To conceive the unintelligible, to know what is in- 
understandable fact, and to illuminate and focus the 
obscure are abilities that are perhaps small rewards 
but at the same time great re ’izations which can 
acquire simply by looking beyond.

Is this looking beyond, a simple matter? Perhaps 
not. Perhaps it is as knowing a language or not 
knowing a language: When one has acquired the skill
ful use of another system of communication, namely 
to be able to converse well within that system, 
conversing is an uncomplicated matter. Whereas, 
one who wishes to know the language, but who 
knows not how to go about learning the use of that 
language is in bad shape. And in the same way, 
one who has looked far enough beyond to have once 
seen the “never-endingness” of it all and the virtue 
that is like “the noble temptation to see too much in 
everything”, he is one who will continue to search 
with steadily increasing sight. The person who 
only dreams of seeing finds it extremely difficult 
to open his eyes the first time to the light that 
shineth yonder.

To conceive of a “thing” which has no part is at 
first a difficult task and may always be a difficult 
task unless one takes the first jump at looking be
yond what something appears to be — or in this 
case, looking beyond what it appears that someone 
has said. Could it be possible that Euclid had in 
mind, rather than something with mass, something 
imaginary such as place? This is the generally ac
cepted meaning of Euclid’s point.

Then is it not as simple to know and believe that

something greater lies beyond every knowledge? Is 
it not as simple to know that there is always some
thing greater than human behaviour and earthly ap
pearances, perhaps a certain dimension of freedom? 
One answer is that there is simplicity in knowing, 
but not always in the finding.

Jean Wilde and William Kluback, in their in
troduction to Martin Heidegger’s WHAT IS PHIL
OSOPHY, said the following about the German phil
osopher’s work:

That man IS, in his freedom. Freedom is root
ed in Being and is consitutatlve of being. Free
dom is the truth of the human reality. Man 
“being here” is free because the “being here” 
reveals the holiness of place, and place is 
that which permits man to be Man. The loss 
of place is death. Having a place is the pos
sibility to be some-thing and not no-thing. 
Place is that reality in which man becomes 
conscious of himself. It is his ground of exist- 

^ ence and the possibility of his realization.
We know in one instance that “place” is totally 

imaginary. But then how could it be Imaglriary if 
m.an’s being Man depends on it? It seems that the 
truth can be materialized concerning the question 
of place, but great care is required to set the ques
tion in a clearly directed path that will show light 
on reliable solutions along the way. It seems that 
one must first wish to know the grammar of the 

' language he wishes to speak: which is to say one 
must believe in a greater sight beyond.

Finding the truth then, depends on knowing and 
carefully observing greater sights beyond the 
greater sight beyond.
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EUCLID V,5- A RELATIONSHIP STROUD'S CORNER
A number of years ago I noticed a relation between 

Euclid’s definitions Vll, 20 and V, 5 which I thought 
helped me to understand V,5. It may be obvious to 
everyone, but I will try to state it in case it could 
help anyone else.

VII, 20 seems to me a clear and intuitive statement 
of what I mean when I say that two pairs of numbers 
have “the same relation of size.” In each pair, for 
example, the first is double the second, the second 
is triple the first, or the first member of each pair 
is triple their greatest common divisor (g.c.d.) while 
the second is five times it. In each case the two pairs 
are “the same” in this respect. This notion seems 
to me clear, fully intelligible.
It seems to me also that however different my notion 

of magnitude may be from that of number, in the case 
where each of two pairs of magnitudes has a common 
measure I can grasp this aspect of their relations 
with the same degree of clarity. Each of the magni
tudes of the pair is a whole number multiple of their 
common measure, and I understand their relation of 
size by those numbers. I then compare the relations 
of size for two pairs just as I would for numbers.
The great amorphous sea of magnitude has in it a 

tiny island of intelligibility (the vast extent of that 
sea is hinted at in the last proposition of Euclid’s 
Book X). Where there is no hope of finding a common 
measure, there can be no hope of gaining that kind 
of intelligibility.

The question is can the clear case be a guide for the 
harder one? I think so. Relying on a metaphor, I say 
that in the case of numbers or commensurable mag
nitudes I discern their relations of size by looking 
“Inside them” and that’s the way I check to see the 
sameness or difference of two relations. With arbi
trary magnitudes there’s no hope of looking inside, 
so I ask could I have judged in the easy cases “from 
the outside”?

I don’t pretend to know the historical fact or to see 
how he got it, but my guess is that someone (often 
said to be Eudoxus) had the happy insight that he could 
do it for numbers, not by finding their greatest 
common divisor but by multiplying them with other 
numbers. If for four numbers A:B: :C:D and the 
g.c.d. of A and B is E while that of C and D is F, that 
means we can write A as K*E and B as L*E where K 
and L are whole numbers and C as K* F and D as L* F 
with the SAME whole numbers. This is Euclid’s 
“same parts” (BK. VII) which is the most general 
of his cases of proportionality for numbers. The 
sameness shows up from the outside in this: what
ever equal multiples I take -- S*A and S'C, T*B and 
T'D — I will have

S»A= S'K'E T'B =T'L-E
S*C=S-K-F T-D=T-L'F

and the question of which holds among ‘less than’, 
‘equal to’, or ‘greater than’ must always receive the 
same answer in both cases since it depends only on 
the multipliers S-K and T* L.

If four numbers have DIFFERENT ratios, such 
multiples may or may not agree. If we are forced 
to look from the outside, we cannot escape the yawn-

DEAN R. HAGGARD

ing abyss — the infinite. For it is quite sufficient 
to find one pair of multipliers S and T for which they 
do not agree in order to establish the difference of 
their ratios; but to establish their sameness from the 
outside, we must check every possible pair of mul
tipliers to make sure that S*A and T-B, S»C and T-D 
always agree in ‘less than’, ‘equal to’, or ‘greater 
than’. This is definition V,5.

Now I don’t see how I could ever demonstrate the 
justness of extending this to cover the case of in- 
commensurables unless I already had some other 
CLEAR AND ARTICULATE conception of what I 
should mean by “same relation of size” for them, 
but then I wouldn’t bother with this one. At the mo
ment I will spare you my further reflections on why 
I prefer V,5 to “product of means and extremes” as 
a definition in spite of the leap tnro the abyss it 
requires.

I should be clear that V,5 can never be used to 
actually test a same ratio except in the cases of 
number and commensurable magnitude where we 
have the far superior alternative of looking from the 
inside anyway. I think this case can be made the ob
ject of profitable reflection on the status of many 
(all?) definitions in mathematics.

—DEAN HAGGARD

fra. Giovanni 1513 A.D.

There is nothing I can give you which you have not; 
but there is much, very much That while I cannot 
give it, you can take.

No heaven can come to us unless our hearts find 
rest in today. Take heaven!
No peace lies in the future which is not hidden in 

this present instant. Take peace!
The gloom of the world is but a shadow. Behind 

it, yet within reach, is joy. There is a radiance 
and glory in the darkness, could we but see, and 
to see we have only to look. I beseech you to look!

Life is so generous a giver, but we judging its 
gifts by their covering, cast them away as ugly, 
or heavy or hard. Remove the covering, and you 
will find beneath it a living splendor, woven of 
love, by wisdom, with power.
Welcome it, grasp it, and you touch the angel’s 

hand that brings it to you. Everything we call a trial, 
a sorrow, or a duty, believe me that angel’s hand 
is there; the gift is there, and the wonder of an 
overshadowing presence. Our joys are too: be not 
content with them as joys. They, too conceal diviner 
gifts.

And so, at this time, I greet you. Not quite as the 
world sends greetings, but with profound esteem 
and with the prayer that for you now and forever, 
the day breaks, and the shadows flee away.

« i|i 4e 4e %

The ‘Meno’ is an excellent thing to read for 
the St. John’s Greater Books Program. It starts 
off with a question. In the middle of it someone 
draws a diagram. It’s got Socrates. And about 
thirty pages later the dialogue is over without any 
answer in sight. Meno, exemplifing the form of a 
student, shows by his witty answers he is a proper 
dupe for the dialogue. He starts out with a question 
and ends confused, discouraged, humiliated, with the 
same question. Socrates helps Meno throughout the 
work by making Meno look like an idiot, using 
sarcasm, and constantly shedding more light from 
the issues he’s clouded. The diagram ends up with 
something Imcomprehensible. Socratic sarcasm and 
the everpresent internal confusion adds to the en
joyment. Liberal Artists certainly would like this 
work: questions, diagrams, confusion, and hope
lessly lost at the end.

# i|s i|t i|i

“You are a hyprocrite—I occasionally fall short of 
my ideals.” —Dr.—A—Bahm (^a-K«vin Snapp)

« « « * * « *
The only actual difference between man and the rest 

of the animals is that man foolishly believes he is 
different than the other animals.4: :fc :fc ^ « 3|e

Those who hold truth, crush it.****** *

What is reason, but intellectual emotion? *******

A SIMPLE FORM OF LOVE

By Della Manning

Oh, that my eyes could behold you, even once; 
Or that I might at least steal one small glimpse— 
One of your Radiance,
Your Strength,
Your Magnificence,
Your Beauty,
Your Mind,
Your Soul,
Your God.

I was born of your silhouette.
I live now in the comfort of your shade.
I shall die beneath the purple canopy 
Of your splendid Fortress.
Never shall I look to another, there is only you. 
So please now unveil yourself to me.
Unveil your magnificent body.
That I may become learned—
Be no more naive.

My love for you I now confirm.
I love you beyond your oceans of doubt.
This, no man will ever change.
You have said I am to be with you forever;
You drag me behind.
Force me to run in front sometimes.
But now, suddenly you tread circles about me. 
Tease me.
Strike me to your feet.

Please, I beg of you, gather me up 
Before it is to late.
Here, here is my hand.

Why do you punich me so?
All I offer is purest love.
All I ask is truth, plain-spoken,

I love you. My need is to know you, 0 Universe.

Childhood Zero is but the set of all pointless lines.
9|( jfe :|e 4: 9ie %

Clear sky
Crumbling, wet earth 

Sea gull cries
Beach houses with sandy wooden floors

How many sophists can fit in one point?
% 9f( 4c « :f( )|e 4:

Difference between a wiseman and a fool: the wise- 
man learns from the fool.

9|c 4e 4c 4e 9|e 4c 4c

Railroad tracks lead to strange places when you’re 
small.

My mother said, “Never go into the woods alone,” 
but I climbed the stone castle one morning, by 
myself.

Early sun
Drifting out of the still, glassy waters

Then I watched barbed wire grow.
Saw the earth, sun, tracks and water broken.
Coarse, twisted stalks struggling up
From the wounded earth
In silent, hollow winds.
And wept for them as for myself.

—Kit Callender

If many people acted on their convictions; they 
wouldn’t.

4c 4c 4( 4( 4^ 4( 4(

Pessimists ask, “Why bother?”
Optimists replay, “Why bother to ask “Why both

er?”?”
Dc Hi * * * I* Hi

Why seek an answer? Find the question.
Hi * * * * s|> Hi

A society that must use force to get people to de
fend it negates the validity of the defense.

4c 4c 4c 4( 4c 4< 4t

Hold to your illusions, for they are sanity.
4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c 4c

—Jon Stroud
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New Tutors in Santa Fe

Three tutors and two interns joined the Santa Fe 
faculty this fall. A former tutor, Henry N. Laram, 
rejoined the faculty after a two-year leave of ab
sence. The new tutors are John S. Chamberlin, 
Frank K. Flinn and Edward H. Porcella. The interns 
are Mrs. Toni Drew and Paul D. Mannick.
Tutors Dean R. Haggard and Charles G. Bell are on 

sabbatical and leave of absence respectively. Chamb
erlin received his B.A. in English from Haverford 
College in 1964, M.A. in Medieval Studies from 
the University of Toronto in 1966, and his Ph. D. 
in Medieval Studies from Toronto in 1970. He has 
lectured on Old English, Chaucer, and Forms of

SAO NEWS By Dale 
Gorczynski

St. John’s College opened its soccer season Satur
day, Sept. 26, with a close victory over Santa Fe 
Prep, 4-3. The Johnnies and Prepers were deadlock
ed 3-3 at end of regulation play, but a winning goal 
.was made in seventh minute of overtime. First goal 
lor the ‘‘ great bookers” was a beautiful head-in by 
center forward Bobbie Schlegel. Next point was scor
ed by right wing Les Gould from ten yards out. Third 
and most spectacular goal of the game was a thirty 
yard blast straight down field by Schlegel. Gould set 
up Gorczynski’s tie-breaker with an excellent corner 
Jcick. Goalee John Zorn played a so^md defensive 
game.

Fencing team began practice second week of school 
under direction of coach Istvan F ehevary and return
ing fencers Kit Callender and Steve Slusher. Team 
will travel to tournament in Farmington Sunday, 
October 4.

SAO sponsored a hiking excursion to Taos and 
Bandelier Sunday, Sept. 27 which was well attended.
Classes have been organized in such diverse ac

tivities as judo, karate, jewerly making, glass blow
ing, mime, modern dance, gymnastics.
Jim Nelson has been put in charge of pot shop.
Waltz party, which was well attended, was held 

Saturday evening Sept. 26 following the movie in the 
Great Hall. All in all it was an intoxicating evening 
including the delightful punch made by Laura Kelly.
New regulation quarter mile track is being com

pleted by St. Johms students under direction of SAO 
director Istvan Fehervary west of soccer field.
Soccer games have been slated with Albuquerque 

Academy, Adams State College, University of Albu
querque and Indian school.

Riding program is underway with Tom Rushton in 
charge.
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English Literature, and has served as archivist at 
the Centre for Medieval Studies of the University 
of Toronto. He was named Phi Beta Kappa and re
ceived two Woodrow Wilson Fellow^ips.
Flinn received his A.R. from Quincy College, Illi

nois, in 1962, was graduated magna cum laude from 
Harvard Divinitv School (B.D.) in 1966, studied at

Three Poems by Adelita Tafoya

I’ll tell you so kindly.
To leave my world.
I am not a clown 
Having my show.
You always watch closely like 
A shadow. I’m sorry I have. 
Stupid face, looking bluntly. 
What is it you want? 
Somewhere on this earth 
Is an age for you, where 
People crawl blindly and 
Knock at each door.

Hi * « * * * *

2.
Joy, I found — an island alone.
Wispy clouds seeing my smoke.
Pink saddened clown,
I wisely consoled.
Why must I ramble?
I never see home.

I saw things 
Naked, alone and cold.
I found me lava.
Now, burning sores.

‘‘How long?” I ask you.
‘‘How long is this?”
Play stony island.
The world will weep.*******
3.
We walked through sandpits.
We saw sparkling sky.
We felt silky raindrops.
We live, and 
We died.
‘‘I loved you yesterday, but yesterday’s gone.”

4e 4:

(Editor's note: Miss Tafoya is a poetess who lives in 
Santa Fe. We are happy to present a few of her poems 
in Seven with best wishes to her as a poet and a 
person.)
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the Universitat Heidelberg, Germany, as a Fulbright 
Fellow in 1966-67, and did graduate study in Near 
Eastern Languages and Literatures at Harvard 
(1967-68) and University of Pennsylvania (1968-69). 
He served as assistant professor at LaSalle College 
Graduate School of Religion, Philadelphia, 1969-70; 
instructor at Boston College, 1967-68, and lecturer 
at Newton College of the Sacred Heart, 1965-66.
Porcella has a B.A. from St. Mary’s College and 

M.A. from the University of California at San Diego, 
where he was a Ph. D. candidate. He has been an 
instructor in philosophy at the University of San 
Diego College for Men from 1969 to 1970, teaching 
assistant in humanities at the University of Cali
fornia, 1965-70, and lecturer in literature omL 
theology at St. Mary’s, 1967-68.

Larom was an educator director for the Peace 
Corps in Ethiopia and Elementary Language Arts 
Director for the State of New Mexico during his 
leave of absence. He had taught at St. John’s in 
1967-68. He received his B.A. from the University 
of Montana and his Master’s degree from Idaho 
State University. He taught in the Nokuru Secondary 
School in Kenya, East Africa in 1963-65 under spon
sorship of Teachers College, Columbia University.

Mannick completed his freshman and sophomore 
years at St. John’s in Santa Fe. He received his B.A. 
in Comparative Literature and Philosophy from 
California State College at Long Beach this spring. 
Mrs. Drew received her B.A. from St. John’s in 

Santa F e* this year.
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